
ADLOIS G, POWDER ADHESIVE FOR
MARBLE AND GRANITE PLACING.

Descripción
Dust adhesive that mixed with AGLUTAIS 30-50 in the moment of
application, turns into an effective adhesive for joining marble and
granite pieces, on bricks or irregular supports, giving high final
resistances and waterproofing. Apply by toothle trowel between 2
and 5 mm of thickness.

Aplication
ADLOIS G is used as an adhesive of the marble and granite elements for floors and walls covering.

Surface preparation
The surface where the product goingo to be apply must be cleaned, dust free and free particles, it must be
resistant and porous.

Modes of application
In a clean container, mix ADLOIS G and AGLUTAIS 30-50 in the next proportion:
25 kgs of ADLOIS G powder with 4 litres of AGLUTAIS 30-50 until getting a homogenuous mass and doughy
consistency.
Apply by toothed trowel in thickess between 2-5 mm.
In case of fixing slabs the thickness could reach the 10mm.
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In summer time with hot wether, don´t spread more material than it could be covered in 10 minutes.The
product can be open more time when more cold the weather is.
In winter time the open-time can be of 20 minutes.
In order to avoid the problem of the open-air during time, to apply a layer of the product on the wall could be
possible keeping it ridged by our special trowels, even several days before.
Another possibility is to rend with normal mortar and apply ADLOIS G + AGLUTAIS 30-50, only on plates,
slabs, etc.
In case of granite slabs is better to make holes of 10mm of diameter evenly spread on the surface of the stone
in order to ensure the grip because the granite is very laminar and if the surface sheets are separated may
cause adherence problems, keeping them bonded to ADLOIS G.

Clean up
With a lot of clean water while the material keeps fresh, once it is hardened only can be removed by
mechanical means.

Data sheet
Water absorption26 ± 2% (Adlois L)

Powder density1,200 ± 0,05 g/cc.

Mass of density1,750 ± 0,05 g/cc.

Curing density1,8 ± 0,05 g/cc.

Adherence> 1,0 N/mm2

Performance
5 to 6 kg/sqm.

Storage
2 years in their original containers, well closed and in a dry and open-air environments protected from
weathering.


